
Financial institutions are facing increased challenges as customers demand for more seamless, digital 
experiences. How can you leverage your firm's data to remain competitive and efficient?

DnA Accelerator for Financial Services  
Put customers at the center of your firm and improve 
operational efficiency- with data you can trust.

Data and AI are driving the future of the financial services industry. With HSO's DnA Accelerator for Financial Services, you 
can transform your firm into a modern, secure, data-driven powerhouse that puts your customers first. 

Our DnA Accelerator helps overcome data challenges by providing a unified platform for seamless data integration and 
comprehensive analytics capabilities - empowering you to unlock valuable insights and drive data-informed decisions.

At the core of this accelerator lie best practices and native cloud services, ensuring exceptional scalability and unparalleled 
performance. Leveraging the latest Azure Data & AI tools, including Microsoft Fabric and Copilot for Power BI, you can 
watch your data transform into intelligence with ease. 
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Learn More About HSO's DnA Accelerator for Financial Services, Available on Azure Marketplace

How Data and AI are driving the future of 
Financial Services and Autonomous Finance

Why a Large Mutual Insurance Company chose HSO's DnA 
Accelerator for a Multi-Phase Data Analytics Engagement 

Leveraging Microsoft Azure and Fabric, HSO's DnA Accelerator was 
able to automate the client's data ingestion from various platforms 
into a centralized repository. The data was then consolidated and 
transformed into a new financial data model for reporting and 
analytics workloads.

HSO’s deeply experienced data and analytics team was able to 
grasp and demonstrate a full understanding of the issues and goals 
and offered a strong solution. The team laid out a clear, step-by-step 
plan that not only addressed the client needs, but provided a new 
structure for budgetary considerations.

HSO + Microsoft Cloud for Financial Services 

Quality data is the foundation for informed decision-making, operational excellence, and maintaining trust in the 
financial services industry. It is the first step in the journey to autonomous finance and imperative for successful AI 
adoption. With HSO's extensive industry and Microsoft Azure capabilities, you can extend the power of Microsoft 
Cloud for Financial Services with our DnA Accelerator to transform customer experiences and improve operational 
efficiency. 

Firms will benefit from improved:

• Financial Planning

• Revenue and Profitability

• Asset Quality

• Risk Management

• Customer Relationships

• Operational Efficiency

• Productivity

• Regulatory Requirements

• Market Forecasting

• Portfolio Performance

• Fraud and Security Measures
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GET STARTED

“Instead of giving us what we wanted, 
you gave us what we needed.”  

- CMO, Large Mutual Insurance Firm

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us



